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Abstract. The 2S-1S transition in light muonic 
atoms is very sensitive to parity violation correlations 
induced via neutral currents. Observables depending 
on these transitions such as the photon polarization 
and the angular correlation between the emitted 
radiation and the atom polarization are a clear signal 
of weak neutral currents in atoms. We find the relation 
between the lepton and quark couplings and these 
observables emphasizing the effect of the nuclear spin. 
The results expected in muonic atoms #-4He and 
/~ - 3He are given. 
1 Introduction 
The study of neutral currents in atoms has been the 
subject of great interest for many years [1]. In spite 
of the already abundant data related to neutral current 
effects from high energy physics [2], the fact that very 
different physics is involved has continued the interest 
of the weak neutral currents in atoms: they provide a 
framework in which quarks act coherently with regard 
to the weak interactions and the momentum transfer 
relevant is of the order of several keV to MeV 
compared to the scale of GeV in high energy physics 
experiments. Both class of experiments are then 
complementary allowing the comparison of the para- 
meters of the theory at such different energies. 
Heavy atoms have been from the very beginning 
the favourite atomic system for the experimental study 
of these processes [3]. Furthermore, at present hey 
constitute the only uncontested agreement among 
measurements performed by different groups. The 
agreement with the theoretical predictions within the 
framework of the standard model is also remarkable. 
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There is, however, the drawback that in general they 
only provide the determination f a definite combin- 
ation of coupling constants between lepton and 
quarks, namely 3 ~(Z + N) + ~(Z - N) (where Z and 
N are the number of protons and neutrons inside the 
nucleus and 6, ~ are the scalar coupling constants in 
the Hung-Sakurai parametrization [6]) while, at 
present hey cannot reach information about /~ and 
6" since they appear in the contribution depending on 
the nuclear spin and hence on the nucleons outside 
closed shells. 
There are at present a considerable number of 
experiments under way to measure parity violation 
correlations in light atoms [4]. Measurements in
hydrogenic atoms such as hydrogen, deuterium, 
tritium and helium, are particularly important because 
such experiments will make it possible to determine 
both the nucleus spin dependent and the nucleus-spin 
independent coupling constants. Such measurements 
will be able to provide a more accurate determination 
of the Weinberg angle and, occasionally, to study 
intermediate massive neutral bosons in theories 
beyond the standard model [5]. Finally, from the 
theoretical point of view, these results will offer a much 
easier interpretation because of the simplicity of these 
systems. 
In this paper we want to discuss the attractive 
features that offer light muonic atoms to study parity 
violation effects. We will focus our attention on the 
dipole magnetic transition between the mixing of the 
near degeneracy 2S-2P states and the 1S state [7]. 
We will emphasize the role of the nuclear spin, finding 
explicitly the dependence of observables on the 
coupling constants 17 and ~i that cannot be reached 
with a scalar nucleus or are far from the experimental 
precision in the experiments under way with heavy 
atoms. 
The paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2 we 
present the virtues of muonic atoms in searching for 
parity violation effects. We discuss in particular the 
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case of light muonic atoms. The appropriate formalism 
and the observables based on the measurement of
the dipole magnetic transition are given in Sect. 3. 
Section 4 is devoted to establish the relation between 
the parameters ofthe standard electroweak theory and 
the observables described in Sect. 3. Finally, the results 
for the observables in # - 3He and # - 4He are given 
in Sect. 5 as well as the conclusions. 
2 Muonic atoms. Parity violation correlations 
The interaction between lepton and nucleus can be 
described by the effective Hamiltonian: 
H = H o + H w (2.1) 
where Ho(Hw) is the electromagnetic(weak) Hamil- 
tonian. Hw can be split into two pieces: 
H w = Hw(PC ) + Hw(PV ) (2.2) 
the parity conserving piece, Hw(PC), will be ignored 
when compared to H o since it is parity conserving too. 
On the other hand, as a consequence of the parity 
violating piece, Hw(PV), the eigenstates of the com- 
plete Hamiltonian have a non-definite parity. At the 
dominant order in the weak Hamiltonian, the parity 
mixing is given by the interference b tween the electro- 
magnetic Hamiltonian and the parity violating piece 
of the weak Hamiltonian. Therefore, the eigenstates 
of H in (2.1) are mixing between parity defined states 
of the electromagnetic Hamiltonian Ho. 
Thus, an indication of the weak neutral currents in 
atoms is the measurement of the nonvanishing expect- 
ation value of a pseudoscalar observable. These 
observables have a typical structure such as: 
T1 
O = ~ T~o (2.3) 
written in terms of the electromagnetic transition 
amplitudes of the admixed states. In the former 
equation TI(To) is the parity allowed (forbidden) 
transition amplitude of the admixed states and q is 
the mixing parameter. Using time independent per- 
turbation theory, t/is given by: 
<Hw) (2.4) 
q-  AE 
where <Hw) is the expectation value of Hw(PV) 
between the opposite parity states and AE its difference 
of energy. 
Equations (2.3, 2.4) give the key to the selection of 
the electromagnetic ransitions sensible to the neutral 
current effects. Focussing our attention to light atoms, 
the signal O will depend on the following factors: 
i) The mixing parameter t/depends on two factors: 
the energy difference and the overlapping of the 
leptonic and nuclear wave functions. 
ii) The enhancement factor T1/To depending on 
the parity forbidden electromagnetic amplitude To . 
In heavy atoms on the other hand, the enhancement 
is provided by the "Z 3 factor", coming from the 
coherent interaction of the lepton with the quarks in 
the nucleus [1]. 
As a first observation, the ratio between the electro- 
magnetic amplitudes as well as the difference of energy 
between the admixed states, are independent of the 
nature of the lepton. However, the overlapping of the 
leptons and nuclear probabilities does depend on the 
lepton. The fact that the weak interaction is short 
ranged etermines that the more the probability distri- 
butions of the leptons lay inside the nucleus, the bigger 
the overlapping factor is. From this point of view 
muonic atoms give a larger signal factor than the 
electronic ones. Considering the Bohr radius in both 
class of atoms, its ratio is given by the relation of 
lepton masses, namely a,/ae ~ 2-~, hence the expect- 
ation value of H w is enlarged by a large factor if one 
considers muonic atoms. This fact was first considered 
in [7] and recently has been the subject of renewed 
experimental interest [9]. 
Let us now consider in more detail the case of 
muonic atoms. Since the muon Bohr radius is (already 
for n ~ 14) inside the electronic orbits, one can study 
these atoms as a hydrogen-type one. These systems 
are very sensitive to parity mixing states with equal 
quantum number (n > 2). In fact, in the Bohr atom 
the parity mixing between states is complete, being 
themselves degenerate, they are however split through 
vacuum polarization and finite size effects. Therefore 
they are slightly separated as compared to the spacing 
of states with different n quantum number. On top of 
that, additional enhancement, as it was argued in i) 
above, can be obtained if the main contributions to 
the hyperfine splitting, namely the finite size effect of 
the nucleus and vacuum polarization, have opposite 
sign. We find this phenomenon i  the low energy levels 
of light muonic atoms, making them a suitable system 
to study observables of the type described in (2.3). 
In particular, the 2S 1S transition in light muonic 
atoms is very sensitive to parity mixing, since the 2S 
state is strongly mixed with the opposite parity state 
2P. 
Another factor plays a crucial role in the construc- 
tion of observables from the 2S-1S transition. When 
the muon is captured by the atoms, it begins the 
electromagnetic cascade to the fundamental level. All 
excepted the 2S state, decay through radiative lectric 
dipole transition (El). Any parity violating effect in 
these transitions will depend, apart from the mixing 
parameter 17, on the non-allowed transition, therefore 
this effect will be in general very small. In the 2S level, 
on the contrary, the transition takes place through the 
radiation of two electric dipole photons or a magnetic 
dipole one (M1). The last one is hindered ue to the 
change of the radial quantum number, in fact is only 
nonzero through relativistic effects and retardation. 
When the 2S-2P mixing is considered (they are nearly 
degenerated), the electromagnetic ransition acquires 
an E1 component from the 2P-1S transition. Thus 
the interest of this kind of transition from the point 
of view of the enhancement factor ii) discussed above. 
Before finishing this section let us comment on the 
experimental feasibility of measuring parity violating 
effects in these transitions. They will rely on the 
measure of the magnetic dipole transition (M1) as 
commented before, this is extremely difficult because 
of the low M1 branching ratio of the weakly populated 
2S level, however the development of the cyclotron- 
trap by Simons [10] restored the interest in these kind 
of observables since high stopping densities for muons 
under the suitable conditions can be obtained. 
3 The magnetic dipole transition in light 
muonic atoms. Observables 
In this section we aim to develop the formalism suitable 
to the construction ofthe observables ofthe form given 
in (2.3). We will restrict o the discussion of two specific 
ones, relying on the measurement of the magnetic 
dipole transition, namely the photon polarization and 
the asymmetry in the emission of photons from the 
electromagnetic ransitions. A complete discussion of 
the observables can be found in [11]. As we argued 
before, we will focus our attention on the 2S-1S 
transition in light muonic atoms. We consider here 
the case in which the spin of the nucleus is 89 The 
result for zero-spin nucleus can be obtained as a by 
product of the results presented here. 
In general, for a nucleus of spin I, the hyperfine 
states of the atom are given by: 
[FM; nLj; I > = ~ (JIFImjm1M) lnLsms > Ilmz) 
~,~ (3.1) 
where ]nLsmj) is the muonic wave function that, in 
a Schr6dinger type representation is given by the 
solution of the appropriate relativistic wave equation 
with the electromagnetic Hamiltonian Ho [ 12], I lmr) 
is the nuclear state we do not need to specify here 
apart from the spin content. The pair FM represents 
the total and third component of the angular momen- 
tum of the hyperfine atomic state, and from the 
Clebsh-Gordon coefficient one has F= I J - I I ' -  
IJ + II and M = mj + m/. The 2S-2P admixture is 
given by the eigenstates ofthe Hamiltonian (2.1) (only 
the admixture among states with the same n is 
significant, hen we only consider the admixture with 
2P states). In the particular case I = 1 ~, the physical 
states read: 
IFM) = IFM;2S1/2; 89 
+ ~', tl(F, J) IFM; 2Ps; 89 (3.2) 
J = 1/2, 3/2 
Since the total angular momentum is not affected 
through the weak interaction, the mixing parameter 
is dependent on F and J. Hence ~l(F,J). Also it is 
obtained, using perturbation theory, from the weak 
Hamiltonian Hw(PV). 
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We are now in a position of writing the radiative 
transition between two hyperfine states of the 2S and 
1S levels. It will be the dipole magnetic transition M1, 
from the 2S1/2 - 1S1/2 transition with an E1 compo- 
nent from the 2P - 1S1/2 transition, the mixing given 
by the parameter ~/(there isno mixing in the 1 S energy 
level). 
In an obvious notation, the complete amplitude is: 
A(FM ~ F'M') = A M1 (FM; 2S1/2 --+ F'M'; 1 $1/2) 
Am(FM; 2P1/2 -~ F',M'; 1S1/2) 
-{l + tI(F, ~) ~M; . ,2~I /2  ~ F 1  M'~', ISa/2~) 
-iF ~ AEI(FM; 2P3/2 ~ E'M'; 1S1/2) }
+ ,It , 2J A ~ I(FM; 2S1/2 --+ F'M'; 1 $1/2) 
(3.3) 
where the electromagnetic amplitudes are given by 
AMI(FM ~ F,M,) = /27zc~ (~zy 
(~FI~M - gM-  ~) 6MM,+ zex g i i .~ 2"t[1 lp t  I 2 2 
- -  ~-) tYg- -  i 
)~ • 
2/~-na 25 
(~FI~M-- ~)(~F [ ~M l l    ii , _  --~-)6MM,+~el (3.4) 
2= 1 
with AE~(AEp) the energy difference between the 
2S 1S(2P 1S) hyperfine states involved and e+ stands 
for the polarization of the emitted photon in the 
transition. 
From (3.4) one finds the enhancement factor elated 
to the amplitude that we discussed in Sect. 2 since the 
ratio between them is ~ (c~Z)-3. 
Any parity violation observable with the structure 
given in (2.3) will depend on the difference between 
the transition probabilities for the emission of e+ and 
e_ polarized photons. Thus, we can define the photon 
polarization: 
W+ (V, N) - W_ (V, V') 
a(F, F') = (3.5) 
W+ (F, F') + W_ (F, F') 
where W~(F, F') are the above mentioned probabilities. 
Ignoring the hyperfine splitting as compared to the 
separation between the 2S-1S levels, one easily finds: 
- 64 
a(F,F') = 
3 Xf3(0r 3 
{Ira r/(F, 89 + 1 Im t/(F, 3)6v, 1 }. (3.6) 
One should expect this dependence on the mixing 
parameter if time reversal invariance is assumed in the 
weak interactions since the amplitudes A~ and A M1 
are relatively imaginary. 
From the difficulty of measuring the polarization of 
the magnetic radiation, a more convenient observable 
is given by the detection of the angular correlation 
between the emitted photon and the initial polariz- 
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ation of the atom. We briefly describe this observable 
and find its relation to the mixing parameter. 
The initial state of the atom in the state of spin F 
is described by the density matrix: 
PF-- 1 { 1+~3 P ' F } 2 F + I  F+I  (3.7) 
where P is the polarization of the atom. Tensorial 
polarizations have been omitted since they are even 
under parity hence they do not contribute to the 
observables we are discussing here. 
The angular distribution is then: 
(AEF, r )~ , ,  e ,+,  
I (F'F')(O) = (~g)2 l r tAp  n ) (3.8) 
being A a shorthand notation for the amplitude in 
(3.3) and AEF, r the energy difference between the 
initial and final hyperfine states. 
Quantizing the spin of the atom in the direction of 
emission of the photon ([r we get the following 
expression for the density matrix. 
p% = 1 
P~M = 89 + 3M(P'k)} (3.9) 
and substituting in the angular distribution (3.8) 
W(F,F')  1 + - -  a (F , f ' )P ,k  
IW ' r ) (O)  - 4n  2(F' + 1) 
(3.1o) 
where W(F, F') = y,~ = +, _ W~(F, F') and a(F, F') is the 
photon polarization defined in (3.6). 
Finally, the angular asymmetry, defined as: 
I (F'F')(O) - -  I w'r)(n - O) (3.11) 
d(F ,  f ') = tw,r)(0) + ~ Z 0) 
is given by: 
3 
~r F') = F' +~ t~F'l a(F, F')IP I cos 0 (3.12) 
where 0 is the angle between the initial polarization 
of the atom and the direction of the emitted photons. 
Observables (3.6, 3.12) are based on the measure- 
ment of the dipole magnetic radiation, they give a 
direct evaluation of the mixing parameter ~7 and hence 
they make contact with the weak neutral current and 
the parameters of the theory. 
Let us finish this section with two comments. 
The parameter t/(0, J) is not involved in the angular 
asymmetry. Being the initial spin of the atom equal 
to zero, it is an isotropic system (see (3.7)) and we 
cannot consider the observable described above. We 
can however elate the final polarization of the atom 
with this parameter. Since: 
pf .~ _ Tr(pF'F'-[r _ (AEFF , )  2 Tr(Ap~ + F'.[r (3.13) 
we have: 
Pf.[~ = - a(0, 1) (3.14) 
and hence the relation with t/(0, J). 
Finally, we can deduce the case with a zero spin 
nucleus (I = 0 in (3.1)) by just considering the mixing 
with 2S1/2 and the part of the weak Hamiltonian 
independent on the nuclear spin. 
4 Neutral weak currents and the muon-nucleus 
interaction 
At low energies, the neutral current interactions can 
be analysed from the point of view of an effective 
theory with current x current couplings between the 
different fermions. With the only assumptions ofvector 
and axial-vector structure for the currents, flavour 
conserving and universality of lepton couplings, it is 
possible to obtain an effective Lagrangian [6] which, 
in terms of thirteen parameters (for two generations 
of fermions), describes all the phenomenology of 
electroweak neutral current interactions. 
In particular, we are interested in the lepton-quark 
sector, which in the Hung-Sakurai parametrization 
is described in terms of four independent coupling 
constants. Calling our attention to the spin andisospin 
dependence, they are: ~ (vector, isovector), ~ (axial- 
vector, isovector), y (vector, isoscalar) and 6 (axial- 
vector, isoscalar). 
In this section we will work out the relation between 
the coupling of quarks and leptons (through the 
coupling constants mentioned above) and the mixing 
parameter t/(F, d), thus finding the relation between 
the fundamental parameters of the theory and the 
experimental information described by the observables 
(3.6, 3.12). 
The effective Hamiltonian which describes processes 
mediated by weak neutral currents is: 
G 
H w = ~ Ju(x)J~'(x) (4.1) 
where G is the Fermi constant determined by muon 
decay and the current Ju(x) contains the pieces vector 
and axial-vector for both the leptonic and hadronic 
current. Explicitly: 
du(x)= • fu(x)+ • d~(x) (4.2) 
leptons quarks 
where 
Y~(x) = l(x) ?,(v I - alys)l(x) (4.3) 
Jq(x) = gl(x)yu(vq - aqvs)q(x) 
and vi(al) are the vector (axial-vector) couplings, for 
leptons and quarks. 
In the framework of the electroweak standard model 
SU(2) | U(1), these couplings are completely 
determined in terms of one parameter, the so-called 
Weinberg angle (Ow). The explicit relations are, for Tr pr  4n i(o, 1)(0 ) 
two generations of fermions: 
v, = ~ - 4 sin 20w 
1 a, =~ 
vd = _ 89 + 2 sin 20w 
ad = - 89  (4.4) 
and, assuming universality in the leptonic sector: 
v I = - 89 + 2 sin 20w 
az = - 89 (4.5) 
In more general models, the coupling constants 
depend on the coupling of fermions to the different 
bosons and in general, more than one parameter is
needed to completely determine them. For a clear 
treatment of this subject, see [13]. 
In the remainder of the section we will describe the 
relation between the coupling constants among quarks 
and leptons and the effective Hamiltonian describing 
the weak interaction between ucleus and muons. So 
we will establish the necessary bridge between the 
observables presented in Sect. 2 and the fundamental 
parameters of the theory. 
At low energies the quarks act coherently with 
regard to the weak interaction. All the information 
about the strong interactions of quarks inside the 
nucleon can be included in the Lorentz invariant form 
factors. However, in this case, the momentum transfer 
is very small as compared to any other mass scale of 
the problem, hence one can use the approximations 
for the nucleonic urrents: 
( p~ IJ~(V) Ip2 ) = f~ (0) Vq ff(p~ )Tu u(Pz) 
(Pl IJq(A)Ipa) = g~(O)aqa(POY~,75u(p2) (4.6) 
where Jqu(V)(Jqu(A)) stands for the vector (axial- 
vector) piece of the currents (4.3), f~ and gz are the 
corresponding form factors at q2 = 0. The hypothesis 
of conserved vector current relates the coupling f~ 
to the electromagnetic form factor thus fa (0)= 1, on 
the other hand the hypothesis of partially conserved 
axial current relates 91 to f l  [8] for the isovector 
current: 
g,(0) 
- 1.25 _+ .01 (4.7) 
fl(0) 
(g~(0) is usually referred to as the axial coupling ga of 
the nucleon). Similarly, with gO the renormalization 
of the axial isoscalar coupling constant [18] for the 
nucleon is taken into account, with 0.75 as the 
canonical prediction. 
The parity violating piece of the effective Hamil- 
tonian (2.2) is then (H = H~ + H2): 
G 
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G 
v 
9 ~u(x)7~.(x) (4.8) 
written in terms of the fields and the coupling constants 
of the nucleons. Both Hamiltonians have the structure 
vector x axial-vector current, suitable for parity vio- 
lating transitions. For convenience we have split the 
effective Hamiltonian into two pieces with regard to 
the dependence on the nuclear spin (see below). 
The coupling constants in (4.8) are products of 
couplings of quarks and muons since they represent 
the effective coupling by the exchange of a massive 
boson. The explicit form can be readily found from 
(4.4, 4.5) and the quark content of nucleons. 
Finally, the effective potential describing the muon 
and nucleus weak interaction is obtained considering 
a non-relativistic description of the motion of the 
nucleons inside the nucleus and using the impulse 
approximation, i.e. representing the interaction 
between the nucleus and muons by the one with single 
nucleons. 
In the Hamiltonian (4.8) both hypothesis amount 
for the substitutions t ~ ~ 1, 7~ 7o75 ~ 0 and ),75 ~ o- 
in the nucleonic urrent and, as a consequence: 
A 
- - ,  xl) 
i=1  
A 
I~(x)7~ ~ ~ "c(~)6(x -- xl) 
i=1  
A 
R(x)775N(x)~ ~ o-~6(x- xi) (4.9) 
i=1  
A 
N(x)77S%N(x)  ~ y" ~r~)6(x - xi). (4.10) 
i=l 
In these quations N(x) represents a proton-neutron 
isospin doublet, z~) is the third-component of the 
Pauli matrices and x~ stands for the nucleon position 
in the nucleus. The right hand side must be understood 
sandwiched between nuclear states. The remaining 
components of the effective Hamiltonian are zero in 
this limit. 
Going back to (4.8) the effective potential reads 
(using the Hung-Sakurai parametrization for the 
coupling constants): 
_ G ~]}70~5 
H1 2xf~ { i=~ ~(x - xi)[3~'+ 
(4.11) 
where 7075 and 7 act on the muon wave functions. 
The coupling constants are defined in terms of the 
quark and muon couplings (4.4, 4.5) as: 
= 2at(Vu -- Vd) fl = 2vl(au -- ad) 
= 2al(v,, + Vd) '~= 2vz(a,, + ad). (4.12) 
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The decomposition of the weak Hamiltonian given in 
(4.11) has been done with regard to the nuclear spin. 
The isoscalar piece (H1) will give the general contribu- 
tion, it depends coherently on the total number of 
quarks in the nucleus being the dominant erm in 
heavy atoms as well as the only contributing term in 
atoms with spinless nucleus. As it was mentioned in 
the introduction it provides information about a 
definite combination of ~ and ~7. On the other hand, 
the vectorial piece H2 depends on the nuclear spin, 
namely its contribution is given by the nucleons 
outside closed shells. Hence, at the present accuracy 
of the experiments, it is negligible in heavy atoms. 
However, in light atoms with non-zero spin of the 
nucleus, its contribution can be as important as the 
one coming from H1. 
The second piece presents the novelty of being 
sensitive to the coupling constants fl and 3" that have 
not been measured in the present experiments with 
heavy atoms. Henceforth, since light atoms with spin 
are sensitive to these coupling constants they provide 
a suitable system in looking for information about 
them. 
It is worth mentioning that in the framework of the 
standard model these couplings are very small, namely 
= 0,/~ = - 1 + 4 sin z Ow. This, however, provides the 
prospect of being sensitive to Physics that is not 
described by the standard model [-5,17]. 
5 Results and conclusions 
With the help of the formalism we developed in Sects. 
3 and 4 we can now find the relation between the 
observables (3.6,3112) and the coupling constants 
6,/~, ~, 6". We will present here the form of the mixing 
parameter and give the results for the expected photon 
polarization and angular asymmetry. 
As we commented before, only 2Pj states give 
appreciable mixing. Thus, using (3.1,3.2), we have 
explicitly: 
(yyF[ml M - ml)(J 89 - me) r/(F,J)= Z 11 
?i~l. 1m 2 
(2P,m~ [(89 - ml ]H1 + H2 [89 - m2)]2S1/zm2) 
E(F ,  2S1/2) - E(F, 2Ps)  
(5.1) 
In light atoms it is appropriate to ignore the finite 
size of the nucleus. Then, in (4.11) we can put x i = 0 
choosing the origin of coordinates on the nucleus. The 
calculation of the matrix elements in (5.1) is then 
straightforward. The results reads: 
G 
{ 3~7(Z + N) + a(Z - N) t l (e ' 89 AE 
- -  %~(__ )1 - -F  IJZ(i!l!l"'222211F) 
9 (~ i~=e[3g~ (5.2) 
n(F,~) = 0 (5.3) 
where AE=E(F,2S1/E)--E(F,2P1/2), i.e. the dif- 
ference between the hyperfine admixed states, W is the 
Racah coefficient and the reduced matrix element for 
the isovector current can be related to the Gamow- 
Teller operator appearing in fl-decay [14]. The matrix 
element of the axial isoscalar current has to be 
calculated or extracted [18] from the isoscalar mag- 
netic moment. 
The vanishing of the mixing parameter (5.3) comes 
from the vanishing of the 2P3/2 muonic wave function 
at the origin. It can be understood by performing a
non-relativistic reduction of the effective Hamiltonian 
in (4.11). The scalar piece does not contribute since 
F 3 the matrix element for t/(, ) entails change in the 
muonic angular momentum. On the other hand the 
operator ? gives two components, the spin current 
described by the operator p x a and the convection 
current given by the operator p. As it happens they 
cancel each other in (5.3). Consideration of the finite 
size of the nucleus gives a non-vanishing contribution 
to (5.3), however, considering that typically (Rnu~leus/ 
a,) ,-~ 10 -2 in light atoms, we can in general neglect 
this effect. 
Before going on let us, once again, stress the main 
features Of the mixing parameter. On one hand, the 
factor m, 3 gives an enhancement of the order of 107 
when compared to electronic atoms. On the other 
hand, the scalar piece is dominant in heavy atoms 
since it depends on the coherent contributions of the 
nucleons and, to the present, the spin dependent part 
has not been measured. The same comment is also 
valid for a spinless nucleus whose only contribution 
is given by this scalar piece. So the new information 
given by light atoms is contained in the spin dependent 
piece of the mixing parameter. 
In the following we calculate the mixing parameter 
(5.2) for # - 3He and/t - 4He in the standard theory, 
emphasizing the contribution from the scalar and 
vectorial components. We take sin 20w = 0.226 +_ 0.004 
1-16] and the difference between the energy levels given 
in [15]. The results for the mixing parameter and the 
photon polarization are quoted on Table 1. As we 
mentioned before, the results for # - 4He are obtained 
from the expression (5.2) just considering the spin 
independent part. For the sake of comparison we have 
split the results in the contribution coming from the 
Table 1. The mixing parameter and photon polarization for muonic 
atoms #_3  He and #_4  He. The first (second) term corresponds 
to the scalar (vectorial) contribution from the effective Hamiltonian. 
#_3 He #_4  He 
Im t/(0,89 (2.7 - 0.5) • 10- 9 
5.0 • 10 -9 
Imp/(1,89 (2.5-0.2) • 10 -9 
a(O,F') (-- 1 +0.2) • 10 -2 
-2x  10 -2 
a(1,F') ( -  1 +0.07) • 10 -2 
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scalar and vectorial pieces (see Table 1), the second 
one being of the order of 10-20~ of the first one. 
Finally, these results give a forward-backward 
angular asymmetry (3.12) of the order of a few percent 
for a completely polarized atom. Notice that the net 
effect of the nuclear spin is the decreasing of the signal 
as the associated term interferes destructively with the 
dominant scalar term. Similar calculations for atoms 
other than He can be carried out along the lines 
presented here. 
To summarize, we have reviewed the effect of the 
weak neutral currents in light muonic atoms. As we 
have discussed, these systems are suitable to study the 
spin dependent piece of the effective weak Hamiltonian 
and hence the weak coupling constants /~ and 5. 
The enhancement factors were established to be: the 
overlapping between the muonic and nuclear probabi- 
lity, the nearly degenerate states of opposite parity and 
the selection of transitions whose parity allowed 
amplitude is suppressed. These facts give the 2S-  1S 
transition as a good candidate to the search of these 
coupling constants through the neutral current effect 
in light muonic atoms. 
In order to consider the effect of the nuclear spin, 
we have calculated the values of the photon polariza- 
tion (3.6) and the angular asymmetry (3.12) for 3He 
and 4He. The theoretical result for the asymmetry is 
appreciable, of the order of a few percent. In the 
standard theory the contribution from the nuclear spin 
dependent piece was found to be of the order of 
10-20~ of the dominant scalar one. In general, this 
piece depend on physics beyond the standard model 
through the axial isoscalar neutral current coupling. 
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